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•Беляев В.Б., Реваи Я., Зубарев А.Л.: Динамика реакции слияния в d\.\\~ системе. 
KFKI-1988-40/A 
АННОТАЦИЯ 

Предложена динамическая схема, основанная на двухканальной (dt,an) моде
ли, для описания реакции слияния в td\\~ системе. Особенное внимание уделено 
правильной спецификации конечных состояний. Указаны возможности систематиче
ского улучшения приближения внезапных возмущений для коэффициента прилипания. 

Belyaev V.B., Révai J., Zubarev A.L.: Dynamics of the fusion reaction in the 
dtv" system. KFKI-1988-40/A 

KIVONAT 
Rgy a (td,an) kétcsatornás modellen alapuló dinamikai sémát vezetünk le, 

a dtv" rendszerben lezajló fúziós reakció tárgyalására. Különös gondot fordí
tunk a végállapotok helyes specifikálására, A megtapadási (sticking) együtt
ható számításánál a hirtelen (sudden) közelítés szisztematikus megjavításának 
több lehetőségét tárgyaljuk. 
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1. Studying the reaction dtp" -* a + n + p~ is important in connection with prac
tical realization of "cold" energy production. The theoretical aspects of this process are 
challenging, as well, since they involve elements of molecular, atomic and nuclear physics. 

The influence of the strong dt interaction on the spectrum of the dtpT system and on 
the transition probabilities was widely discussed in the literature I11-1*1. The estimations 
carried through in papers 1аЫ4Ыв1 lead their authors to conclusions about the weak effect of 
the strong interaction upon the spectrum of the dtp' and the sticking probability ш,. On 
the other hand, in papers M-W.M.I7! it was argued, that these features might be strongly 
affected by the nuclear interaction of d and I. 

In view of this situation it seems to be useful to outline a general formulation of these 
processes, which would allow a clear comparison of existing approaches and, maybe, could 
lead to a systematic improvement of the commonly used approximations. The lack of satis
factory agreement between experimental and theoretical values of the sticking probability 
ш, is a further argument in favour of this programme. 

2. The commonly accepted scenario | 8' of dtp -* a + n + (i~ fusion reaction contains 
the following steps: 
— resonant capture of (tp~) atoms by the d? от dt molecules leading to the slightly 

bound J — l ,n = 1 excited state of the dtp~ molecule; 
— practically purely electromagnetic'4' transition (Auger orTf)toaJ = 0 "fusion" state 

(ground or excited) of the dtp' molecule; 
— nuclear reaction d + t ~* a + n starting from the "fusion" state and leading to one of 

the possible three-body final states of the апц~ system. 
In our approach the only part of the total Hamiltonian, which is treated perturbatively, 

is the interaction with the electromagnetic field. Thus the transition matrix element can 
be written as 

A = (• , \tl\%)t (1) 

where П is the electromagnetic operator (see e.g.'0'), while the initial and final states |Ф<,/} 
are stationary eigenstates of the same Hamiltonian / / . 

We believe that for the discussed process the most appropriate way of describing the 
strong dt interaction is the two-channel (td,an) model. Therefore, our Hamiltonian Я has 
a matrix form 

*-K: *)• (2) 

where Hx describes the system in the dtp' channel: 

Н^Тъ + T. + VZ +VZ + V°+Vltt (3) 
while # j acts in the anp~ channel: 

tfa = T R , + I V + V e

a

M + Va3 (4) 

The R(R') are the vectors connecting the heavy particles and r(r') are the Jacobian 
coordinates corresponding to the muon. The matrix of the strong interaction Vif is chosen 
to fit the experimental data on the strong it and an interaction. 
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Since the initial and final states are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2), they must 
have a two-component structure: 

1 '' llOi (4 

and, consequently, the electromagnetic operator П of eq.(l) in this representation has the 
form of a diagonal matrix: 

"-(* i) 
Thus in this picture the strong interaction docs not lead to transitions between certain 

initial and final states; it participates rather in their formation. 
The coupled Schrödinger equations for |Ф<(/) read 

я . ю + у«»Ю = *./10 ( 6 ) 

я21<2;>+vn I*;;;) = ( * . , + о ю , 
where Q — 17.6 MeV is the fusion energy gain — the energy difference between the t + d 
and a + n channel thresholds. 

Due to the centrifugal barrier in the J = 1 initial state, probably with good accuracy 
we can neglect the effect of the strong interaction in evaluation of this state, taking 

1*<>=(̂ >) (7) 

with |0f) being the Coulombic J = l ,n = 1 excited state of the di\T molecule: 

{Bi-Vn№)**B?W) (8) 

with its energy eigenvalue Ef serving as our initial energy Ef. The transition amplitude 
(1) takes the form 

^ = « , |n l | 0 f ) (la) 
To obtain the final state |Ф/) we have to solve the coupled three-body Schrödinger 

equations (в) with the final energy Ef in the range 

Emin =-Q + Elt < Ef < Ei < 0, (9) 

where Elt is the energy of the ground etate of the (ap~) atom. * 
From the relation (9) we see that the first channel if closed while the second i» open. 

In the considered energy range the muon in the second channel can be both in bound and 

* The zero of our energy scale is chosen at the d +1 + ц break up threshold. 
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scattering states. The explicit specification of these states with the help of index v can be 
obtained from the integral form of eq.(6) for the final state * 

\*l1]) = Gt(E)Vn\*P) 

l* l a ) ) = Ю + G,(E + Q - b)Vtl\tfi»), 
(10) 

where \xZ iß)) satisfies the three-body equation 

(E + Q-H,)\X:(E)) = O (и) 

There are two classes of solutions of eq.(ll), which can be formally expressed as 

with 

| X ; (E)) = -i lim eG7(E + Q- и ) Ы (12) 
€ - » 0 

|-»Ч!Ж (l3) 

where 
\фя1) is a bound state of the (ар~) atom with quantum numbers n,/; 
| k„) is a state of free relative motion of the neutron and the (ap~) atom, 

k» = y/2m(E + Q - е.,); 
\ф~,) is a continuum (scattering) state of the (ац~) atom with energy e and 

*, = y/2m(E + Q-e). 
It should be noted, that throughout the formulae (10)-(13) we used everywhere the 

{-if) or incoming scattered wave boundary condition for defining all the occuring con
tinuum state vectors. This reflects the well known fact, that when transitions to the 
continuous spectrum of a certain Hamiltonian are considered, in order to obtain the am
plitude leading to a state with certain asymptotic (or channel) quantum numbers, one has 
to project onto the |Ф~) state of the Hamiltonian with the same quantum numbers. 

Thus the classification of the final states according to (13) gives the following ampli
tudes: 

л-W« <*!>iltf> ( M ) 

and the corresponding transition probabilities 

W n l = r \Ani(E)\9p(E)dE 
J В mi. 

W.t ш Г \A„(E)\*p(E)dE. 
(15) 

* From now on we shall be concerned only with the final state, so the label / will be 
omitted. 
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Thc sticking coefficient w, is defined as 

where e m M is the maximal possible energy of the muon allowed by energy and momentum 
conservation. 

In a recent paper I 1 0' an attempt was made to establish a general formalism for 
the definition of the sticking coefficient. Without dwelling on details of approximations 
proposed in this work, we would like to point out two main differences between the cited 
paper and our approach. First, for the definition of final state wave functions different 
boundary conditins are used: we consider a physical state |¥~ ) which for t -* oo becomes 
a pure plane wave in the relative motion of the neutron and the (ap~) atom, while in'' °' the 
final state function contains only outgoing waves corresponding to decay of Gamow states. 
Second, the population of different intermediate (dtp~) states due to the electromagnetic 
interaction is taken into account automatically in the present work, whereas this aspect of 
the process is not discussed in l > 0'. 

The formally exact solution of eq.(10) can be obtained by eliminating the second 
channel: 

\*ll)) = $(E)Vi2\X;{E)) (17) 

where the operator 

9(E) = {E-Hl-Vi7G3(E + Q-ie)V7l)-1 (18) 

satisfies the equation 

9(E) = Сг(Е) + Gy{E)Vl3G3{E + Q- u)V7lg(E). (19) 

In eq.(l9) we used G, {E) = {E-ffl)-1. 

Z. Let us consider some possible schemes for calculating (17). Approximating G, (E) 
by a single term in its spectral representation: 

G*W~№$> (20) 

where |*i) is an eigenstate of # t 

Я 1|Ф 1) = ^ 1 |Ф 1 ) , 

we get for the transition amplitude Av (E) the expression 

A (F\ - fagW|V»»l»i)(*i|ni|^> 
* " w E-Ei-{*l\V13Gi{E^Q-ie)V,1\9t) 

(21) 
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Thc approximation (20) and the corresponding formula (21) can be visualized in terms of 
a two-step process: the transition from the initial to the final state goes through a single 
intermediate state |Ф,). 

The denominator of eq.(21) can be written as 

25 - Я, - Д, (E) - 1.T, (E) = E - ER (E) - i tT 1 {E) (22) 

Assuming a weak (or no) energy dependence of ER (E) and Г, (E) (Ея {E) ~En,Ti (E) ~ 
r t ) , smooth energy dependence of |x; (£)) and smallness of Г,, the integrals in eqs.(15) 
can be evaluated approximately, yielding 

wnl ~ |<х.|(А.)|*г..1#.)Р1<»4|п1|̂ >ря 
w.i-Kx.ilftiíív.ilt.^Ke.in.^pp * ' 

where 
= [*' p(E)dE 

/ • - . . l Ä - Ä . - i i T . I » 

Taking into account the short range character of the potential V,, from eq.(23) we get 
the standard expression for ui,, usually quoted as the sudden approximation. The above 
derivation of this result allows a systematic improvement of the "eydden" formula for the 
sticking probability u,. 

Let us consider two simple possibilities. 
A. Extending the approximation (20) by 

G>W*J2TZir Í 2 4 ) 
/ s i E-E, 

the matrix elements (Фу |П| \ф?) in the expression (16) for w, do not cancel and the sticking 
probability will depend on the form of the electromagnetic operator fij and of the initial 
state \ф?). It should be noted, that the form (24) for Gi(E) also allows an algebraic 
solution of eq.(19) and the derivation of an explicit expression for the transition amplitude. 

B. Starting from the definition (18) one can derive an equation for ${E) which differs 
from eq.(19). Separating the real and imaginary part of the "optical potential" 

V17G7 {E + Q- ú)V a i = Ut + iU9 (25) 

with 
tf,-V13Ga'(£ + Q)V9l 

U3=wV196{E + Q-Ht)V9l

 l ' 

and introducing the resolvent 

G1(E) = (E-Hl-Ul)-
i (27) 
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we get Гаг £ (I?) the equation 

9(E) =-Gl{E) + iGl(E)U7g(E) (28) 

Considering different approximations to G, (E) based on its spectra) representation, we get 
expressions for the transition amplitude A„{E) analogous to (21) (for the one-term case) . 
The spectrum of the operator Ht + Ut, in which a certain effect of the second channel 
is also taken into account, ^can be "richer* than that of H , . In this case the truncated 
spectral representation of Gt (E) can provide a more adequate approximation for $(E) 
and A„(E). 

4. In the present work we tried to present a general formalism, in the framework 
of which all existing attempts for the theoretical description of the fusion reaction in 
the dtp' system can be analyzed from a uniform standpoint. Furthermore, this approach 
allows a systematic examination and improvement of the applied approximations. The only 
serious approximation inherent in our treatment is the two-channel model for the system 
of five interacting mielcons. Although this picture seems to be natural in the considered 
energy range, its validity and the possible deviations from it are not yet completely clarified. 

The authors are indebted to M.Danos for stimulating discussions. 
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